
Art at Moorfield



Why is Art important?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKjkx6PzajE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKjkx6PzajE


The national curriculum for art and design aims to ensure 
that all pupils: 

• produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording 
their experiences 

• become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other 
art, craft and design techniques 

• evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of 
art, craft and design 

• know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and 
understand the historical and 

• cultural development of their art forms. 

National



Moorfield’s Curriculum Design 

• At Moorfield Community Primary School, we believe that high-quality 
Art lessons will inspire children to think innovatively and provide 
opportunities to develop and extend skills and to express their 
individual interests, thoughts and ideas. We value Art and Design as an 
important part of the children’s entitlement to a broad and balanced 
curriculum. 

• Basic skills are introduced and then built upon, including drawing, 
printmaking, sketchbooks, painting and making. Skills are revisited and 
the use of ongoing sketchbook work underpins this process. 

• A curriculum driven by skills knowledge and then enhanced by cross-
curricular links 



Our Art curriculum provides a purpose and medium for 
children’s talk, giving them something to talk about and 
something that will encourage them to employ thoughtful and 
creative language. In Art, children are expected to be 
reflective and evaluate their work, thinking about how they 
can make changes and keep improving. This will be meaningful 
and continuous throughout the process to promote oracy 
through Art, building on the children’s range and quality of 
vocabulary. Children are encouraged to take risks and 
experiment and then reflect on why some ideas and 
techniques are successful or not for a particular project. 



Develop ideas Master practical skills Take inspiration 

Process
Visual language Emotions 
Vocabulary 

Effects
Techniques
Colour theory Media and materials 

Artists and artisans Styles and 
periods 

We have three threshold Concepts in art and design: 

• Develop ideas – understanding how ideas develop through an artistic process 
• Master techniques – developing procedural knowledge so that ideas may be communicated 
•Taking inspiration from the greats – learning from both artistic process and techniques of great artists 
and artisans throughout history 

Each threshold concept has its own facets of knowledge which help to strengthen the 

schema.  



Assessment and Recording
Art learning is recorded in sketchbooks across the school and should typically evidence all four stages 
(Generating Ideas, Making, Knowledge and Evaluation). We encourage children to treat their sketchbooks 
like journals and their thoughts and learning are recorded in a format that they would like to use, for 
example, using thought bubbles. Each child is unique and each sketchbook should be unique, enabling 
children to develop their independence and creativity.

Teachers assess children’s knowledge, understanding and skills in Art by making observations of the 
children working during lessons. Feedback given to children by their peers or teachers is in the form of 
post-it notes. Children are also encouraged to be critical of their own work, highlighting their own next 
steps. 

Subject assessment grids are completed by class teachers, showing children’s attainment in the following 
four areas: Generating ideas, Making, Knowledge, Evaluation. The school’s banding system is used to do 
this. After the assessment grids have been updated, the Curriculum leader analyses the data and provides 
feedback to the Art leader in order to inform and improve future practice.





Links to the Curriculum



Inclusion 

Lessons and activities are planned to include all children by 
using a range of approaches. This includes: questioning, use of 

equipment, and mixed ability grouping to enable children to 
offer peer support. Lessons are planned to facilitate the best 

possible outcome for all children within the class.



Spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development and British Values

Collaborative work in Art develops mutual respect for the differing 
opinions, beliefs and abilities of others. In addition, children develop a 
respect for the environment, for their own health and safety and that 

of others. They learn to appreciate the value of similarities and 
differences and learn to show tolerance. A variety of experiences 
teaches them to appreciate that all people – and their views – are 

equally important.



WWW

• Long term plans provide a clear structure for teachers

• A new assessment grid shows clear progression

• Art is celebrated around school 

• A new Design Technology overview 

• Art links to History/Geography where possible



EBI

• Children have more ownership of their sketchbooks and 
creations are annotated

• In lessons, children are aware of the skills that they are 
learning

• Sketchbooks are consistent throughout the school

• DT is further developed



Lessons
Effective 
Questioning and 
use of TALK 
strategies

 The use of talk partners was very strong

 High level vocabulary was used throughout the lesson

 Talk prompts were on the table and these were used by the 
children

 Lolly pop sticks were used for retrieval. 

 Metacognition strategies were used at the start of the lesson and 
referred to during. 

 EBI

 Make the skills being 
developed explicit to the 

children

Lesson narrative 
is clear and fits 
the Medium Term 
Plan

 The Learning journey was shared (this was stuck into the books)

 Slide planning followed.

 prior learning and connections were made with previous Art and 
History lessons. 

Positive Learning 
Culture. 

High Expectations 

 It was evident the children feel safe and secure in the learning environment.

 The classroom was well organised and allowed maximum learning to occur.

 High expectations were evident throughout the lesson. The children were reading and 
learning high quality language. 

 Well-resourced lesson- everything was set out and the A3 sheets allowed the children 
to work in groups. 

 The structure of the room and lesson allowed the children to be independent.  



Celebrated





Art Ambassadors
Duties include;

· Maintaining the art area in your classroom, making sure that it is clean and tidy

· Making sure that fellow students clear up properly after art and wash their brushes thoroughly

· Assisting your class teacher and contributing to discussions during art lessons

· Gathering feedback about the art curriculum and ideas for developing the art provision from 
your class that you will present during art council meetings together with your own thoughts and 
concepts

· Organising and managing school art competitions alongside Mrs Fearick

· Assisting Mrs Fearick with organising and installing an annual art exhibition and any other 
smaller exhibitions held within the school

·Attending regular Arts Council meetings



Meet our Art Ambassadors

I love art and when I am older I want 
to be an artist

I love to draw and be creative I really like art and I want other 
people to like it too. 

I am really good at it so I will always try my best.

MRP – Billy Winterburn

Year 1 - Elina Hussaini


